Tough-Mark™ floor marking strips and shapes are the toughest,
most resilient floor marking products available on the market. You
can depend on Accuform and the Tough-Mark™ brand to exceed
your industrial floor marking expectations. We are so confident in the
performance of our Tough-Mark™ strips and shapes; they are
backed by a 1-year limited warranty.
APPLICATION:
 Apply only to clean dry floors: thoroughly wash, rinse, and allow to dry, completely
 Application surface should be uniform and free of cracks or ridges
 Ambient temperature should be above 50o F
 Peel back about 2 inches of the liner and start to set in place, once satisfied with the
placement, continue to peel back the liner and set in place
 For maximum adhesion, use a tamper device with a minimum of 150-pound load.
Tamp in the same direction that the strips were applied. Several passes should ensure
adhesion to the surface
 Clean Tough-Mark™ strips and shapes with mild cleaning solutions
 Do not use commercial strippers or waxing machines

ONE YEAR LIMITED MANUFACTURER WARRANTY:
ACCUFORM warrants this product to be free from defects in workmanship and materials, under
normal use and conditions, for a period of one (1) year from the original invoice date.
Accuform agrees, during the warranty period, to replace product caused by poor workmanship
or defective material. Such replacement is subject to verification of the defect or malfunction
and proof of purchase such as original invoice or purchase order number. Replacement is for
affected strips only. If Tough-Mark™ strips and/or shapes are installed and maintained per our
instructions, it will remain effective for 1-year or we will replace it free.
We also guarantee Tough-Mark™ strips and/or shapes to be free from defects in workmanship
and materials. If you believe your product is defective, please contact our customer service at
1-800-237-1001 to arrange for a replacement.

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS
This warranty does not include:
 Damage resulting from dragging or pushing skids or pallets over the strips
 Damage resulting from direct forklift turns on top the strips.
 Any condition resulting from use for which the product was not intended







Any condition resulting from incorrect or inadequate maintenance or care
Deliberate or accidental cutting, scraping, or burning of the strips
Damage resulting from misuse, abuse, negligence, accidents, or acts of nature or
weather
Failure of product due to not following application/installation instructions
Replacement of warrantee items are limited to same strips/shapes from original
purchase

All warranty claims are evaluated on an individual basis. We may ask you for photos of
any/all affected product that you believe may not have met the warranty. In no event is
Accuform liable for incidental or consequential damages of any kind or nature whatsoever
because of purchasing or using Tough-Mark™. By purchasing Tough-Mark™, you agree that
Accuform’s liability to you on any claim will not exceed the purchase price.

